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Abstract
The crystal structures and the polymorphism of polymers are described on the basis of the main

principles that define the conformation of polymer chains in the crystalline state and the modes

of packing of macromolecules. We show that the presence of defects and disorder in the crys-

tals influences the polymorphic behavior. The cases of polymorphism of isotactic poly(butene)

(iPB) and syndiotactic poly(styrene) (sPS) are ilustrated as examples. In the case of iPB, the effect

of the presence of defects of stereoregularity and of comonomeric units on the crystallization of

form I and form II is described as an example of alteration of the crystallization behavior because

of the modification of both thermodynamic stability and crystallization kinetics from the melt of

the polymorphic forms. The case of sPS is taken as an example of a very complex polymorphic

behavior arising from the presence and development of structural disorder.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Polymorphism is the ability of a polymer, in analogy with low molecu-

lar mass substances, to crystallize in different modifications, character-

ized by different crystal structures (polymorphic forms).[1–6] Almost all

crystalline polymers show polymorphic behavior. The widespread

observation of polymorphism in polymers precludes a discussion of

each specific case,[7,8] but the phenomenon can be rationalized set-

ting forth basic concepts and main principles that govern the crystal-

lization of polymers, that is the formation of ordered conformational

sequences of monomeric units and their packing in a crystalline

lattice.[1]

In general, polymorphism in polymers can be divided in two broad

categories. In the first category, different crystal forms of the same

polymer arises from the fact that the chain molecules can assume dif-

ferent stable conformations in the crystalline state (conformational

polymorphism) resulting in polymorphic forms characterized by differ-

ent chain conformations packed in different unit cells.[1] In the second

category, different crystal forms are characterized by chains with

identical conformation packed in different unit cells and/or space

group symmetries (packing polymorphism).[1]

The crystallization process can be easily described in terms of

thermodynamic and kinetics aspects[7] and what drives the polymer

toward the formation of a polymorph is often related to details, which

are not easily rationalizable. Key roles are played by the molecular

structure, the presence of molecular defects, the condition of crystalli-

zation, the presence of external bias, and so forth.

Different crystal structures can develop during crystallization

from the melt by variation of temperature, pressure or presence of

seeds acting as selective nucleating agent, and by application of defor-

mation in tension or shear, or from polymer-diluent mixtures depend-

ing on the nature of the diluent and its concentration. When a

polymer crystallizes in different polymorphic forms, it is also very

common occurrence of phase transformations between the different

polymorphs induced by variation of temperature[1,7] or by deforma-

tion upon application of tensile stress (stress-induced phase transi-

tion).[1,2,9] A common observation is that a phase transition occurs

through steps of increasing thermodynamic stability (Ostwald's

rule).[10–14] Different polymorphic modifications may also crystallize

together without phase transformations of one into the other. Spe-

cially, they may nucleate independently and grow simultaneously.[15]
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It is also common the nucleation of one polymorphic form on the crys-

tals of a polymorphic form already formed.[16,17]

In this review we analyze the thermodynamic basis for conforma-

tional and packing polymorphisms neglecting the kinetics aspects. In

particular, we describe several parameters and phenomena that influ-

ence the mode of packing of macromolecules and their role on driving

crystallization of a particular polymorph, as the presence of defect and

disorder in the crystal, the constraints imposed by chirality, the sym-

metry breaking and frustration, and the chiral crystallization.[1,2] The

transformations between polymorphs induced by temperature and

mechanical stresses are also described. The transformation can occur

either by direct conversion of one form to the other or by melting of

one form and the subsequent recrystallization of the other from

the melt.

The determination of the free energy of melting for each of the

forms, as a function of the intensive variable involved, is necessary to

decide their relative stability, and the thermodynamic basis for the

transformation.[7] However, it does not necessarily follow that the

interconversion will follow the prescribed equilibrium path. The crys-

talline modification that is actually observed is a result of crystalliza-

tion conditions and will be governed to a large extent by kinetic

factors.[7] A schematic diagram of the free energy (at constant pres-

sure) as a function of temperature of two polymorphic forms and of

the liquid state of a polymer, shown in Figure 1, illustrates two possi-

ble modes of transformation of one form into the second form in a

monotropic (Figure 1A) or enantiotropic (Figure 1B) polymorphism.[7]

The temperature is taken as the sole intensive variable. In the case of

monotropic polymorphism of Figure 1A, the polymorphic form I has

the lowest free energy at all temperatures below its melting tempera-

ture, and, therefore, is the thermodynamically more stable crystal

structure at all temperature. Form II is a metastable polymorphic form

that melts at temperature TmII lower than the melting temperature of

form I (TmI). This system does not undergo a crystal-crystal transfor-

mation between forms I and II with temperature. In the case of enan-

tiotropic polymorphism of Figure 1B, each of the three phases is

stable in a certain temperature range and form I is still the most stable

polymorph at low temperatures, even though form II has now the

higher melting temperature (TmII). With increasing temperature the

free energy curves of form II and form I intersect, so that the crystal-

crystal transformation of form I into form II occurs at the inter-

section temperature (TI-II). At this temperature, form II becomes the

most stable polymorphic form up to its melting temperature (TmII).

A condition for concomitant crystallization of two polymorphs in

a monotropic system is that the crystallization must occur at low tem-

peratures, lower than the melting temperature of form II (TmII of

Figure 1A), and a slow kinetics of crystallization of the stable polymor-

phic form (form I). This condition generally occurs in polymers because

of the typical high undercooling. For enantiotropic system of

Figure 1B, concomitant crystallization of forms I and II can be

obtained at crystallization temperatures lower than the melting tem-

perature of form I (TmI).

Examples of metastable polymorphic forms of polymers, which

can be obtained for instance by rapid cooling from the melt or by

deformation of the stable polymorphic form, have been extensively

described in the literature.[1,2,5,6,18] Most of these metastable forms

have been described as solid mesophases and are characterized

by different types of structural disorder that do not prevent

crystallization.[1,2,5,6,18]

For systems involving other intensive variables, such as pressure,

stress, composition of a mixture, the free energy surfaces of the indi-

vidual phases are treated in a similar manner. For example, the addi-

tion of a diluent to the liquid-phase results in a decrease of its free

energy at all temperatures and a concomitant alteration of the stability

conditions for each of the crystalline forms.[7] The case of the effect

of pressure is well represented by the polymorphism of polyethylene

that crystallizes in the stable orthorhombic form and in the metastable

hexagonal form.[1,2,7] The schematic diagrams of the free energy at

atmosphere pressure and high pressure, as a function of temperature

of the two polymorphic forms of polyethylene are shown in

Figure 2.[7,19] At atmosphere pressure, the orthorhombic form is the

most stable form at all temperatures, up to its melting temperature

Tm
or (Figure 2A), whereas the hexagonal form melting at temperature

Tm
h lower than Tm

or has higher free energy at all temperatures. At high

pressure, a crossover of the curves of the free energies of orthorhom-

bic and hexagonal forms occurs at the temperature Tor
h, where the

crystal-crystal transformation of the orthorhombic form into the hex-

agonal form occurs (Figure 2B). At this temperature the hexagonal

form becomes the most stable polymorphic form up to its melting

temperature Tm
h, which is higher than the transition temperature Tor

h

and higher than the melting temperature of the orthorhombic form

Tm
or (Figure 2B).[19]

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the free energy (at constant

pressure) as a function of temperature of two polymorphic forms
(forms I and II) and of the liquid state of the same polymer showing a
monotropic (A) and enantiotropic (B) polymorphism[7]
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As mentioned above, besides intensive external parameters that

define the condition of crystallization, molecular parameters, the crys-

tal density and entropy of packing, and the presence of defects and

disorder in the crystals, may define the diagrams of Figure 1, and alter

the crystallization pathways. In the next sections, these parameters

are discussed and, in particular, examples of the alteration of the poly-

morphic behavior of Figure 1 because of the presence of molecular

defects (defects of stereoregularity and regioregularity in poly[1-ole-

fins]) and of polymorphism arising from crystallization of disordered

structures are provided. The cases of isotactic poly(butene) and syn-

diotactic poly(styrene) are discussed as examples.

The capability of polymers to crystallize (crystallizability) requires

generally a regularity in the constitution of the macromolecules, in the

configuration of the stereoisomeric centers (if present) and in the con-

formation of the chains.[1,3]

Small amounts of defects in the regular constitution and configura-

tion may be in general tolerated and may not prevent crystallization.

However, the presence of constitutional and/or configurational defects

may influence the crystallization and, besides the decrease of crystallin-

ity, in many cases may drive crystallization toward a polymorphic form

by stabilizing that form and destabilizing other polymorphic forms.[1]

The controlled incorporation of defects through methods of controlled

polymerization has been exploited to tailor the physical and mechanical

properties of polymers, as explained in the case isotactic[20–23] and syn-

diotactic polypropylene,[24–26] and isotactic polybutene (iPB).[27–30]

2 | ISOTACTIC POLYBUTENE

Isotactic poly(butene) (iPB) shows a complex polymorphic behavior of

the type of Figure 1A. iPB crystallizes in three different polymorphic

forms, defined forms I, II, and III, which are characterized by chains in

different conformations and different crystal packing.[31–44] In the sta-

ble form I the chains assume the most stable 3/1 helical conformation

and are packed in a trigonal unit cell with axes a = b = 17.7 Å and

c = 6.5 Å, according with the space group R3c or R3c.[31,32] Form II is

characterized by chains in 11/3 helical conformation packed in a

tetragonal unit cell with axes a = b = 15.42 Å, c = 21.05 Å and space

group symmetry P4.[33–37] In the form III the chains are in the 4/1

helical conformation and are packed in an orthorhombic unit cell with

axes a = 12.38 Å, b = 8.88 Å, c = 7.56 Å, and space group

P212121.
[38–40] This is a typical example of conformational polymor-

phism that arises because of the possibility of the iPB macromolecules

to assume in the crystalline state three different conformations of low

energy resulting from small variations of the values of the nearly trans

and nearly gauche dihedral angles along the main chain.[1] The 3/1,

11/3, and 4/1 helical conformations of the chains of iPB in the differ-

ent polymorphic forms are shown in Figure 3.

The three conformations and the relative stabilities of the three

different polymorphic forms have been interpreted by calculation of

conformational energy.[35–37,45] In fact, two minima of the conforma-

tional energy have been found in the region of the helical

conformation[35–37] for a chain of iPB under the constraints imposed

by equivalence principle.[1–3] This principle imposes that, if θ1 and θ2
are the torsion angles of two successive bonds CH2-CH and CH-CH2

in two successive poly(1-olefins) monomeric units, successive mono-

meric units take equivalent conformations in the crystalline state and

hence successive bonds assume the same torsion angles θ1 and θ2.

The conformation is, therefore, easily described as a regular succes-

sion of torsion angles (θ1θ2)n. For the chain of iPB, the absolute energy

minimum has been observed for the 3/1 helix, found in the form I of

iPB,[31] corresponding to a succession of torsion angles Trans (180�)

and Gauche (60�), that is (θ1θ2)n. = (TG)n. The 11/3 and 4/1 helices

found in the forms II and III of iPB, respectively,[33–36,38] correspond

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagrams of the free energy at atmosphere

pressure (A) and high pressure (B) as a function of temperature of the
two polymorphic forms of polyethylene (o = orthorhombic form,
h = hexagonal form)[19]

FIGURE 3 Chains of iPB in 3/1 (A), 11/3 (B), and 4/1 (C) helical

conformations that crystallize in the forms I,[56] II,[54,57] and III[58] of
iPB, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [1].
Copyright 2014 by Wiley & Sons
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to a relative energy minimum with values of the torsion angles θ1 and

θ2 slightly deviated from the exact trans (180�) and gauche (60�) values

typical of the 3/1 helix. According to this calculations form I is the

most thermodynamically stable form, whereas form II and form III are

metastable forms.

Models of the crystal structures of forms I, II, and III of iPB are

shown in Figures 4–6, respectively. In the structure of form I

(Figure 4), six chains (right-handed and left-handed helices) are

included in the unit cell, giving a high crystal density of ρc = 0.95

g/cm3 and a rather high melting temperature of 130�C.[41] The crystal

structure of form I of iPB (Figure 4) is a prototype of the class of poly-

mer crystals whose crystallization is guided by the entropic principle of

conservation of the chain symmetry,[1] which establishes that a molecule

in a crystal tends to maintain part of its symmetry elements, provided

that this does not cause a serious loss of density.[1,3,5] According to this

principle, as shown in Figure 4 for form I of iPB,[31] the local 3/1 heli-

cal axes of the molecules are maintained in the crystal lattice and coin-

cide with the crystallographic 3-fold axes.

The crystal structure of form II of Figure 5[33–37] is a typical exam-

ple of the tetragonal packing of chains in helical conformation s(M/N)

with complex helical symmetry characterized by non integer ratio M/

N. However, it is characterized by a low crystal density of ρc =

0.907 g/cm3, which is lower than that of form I (ρc = 0.95 g/cm3) and

only slightly higher than that of the amorphous state (ρa = 0.868

g/cm3). The melting temperature of form II is about 120�C, lower

than that of form I.[41,42]

The structure of form III of iPB of Figure 6[38] is a typical example

of symmetry breaking,[1] because the 4/1 helical symmetry of the

chains is not a crystallographic symmetry and is lost in the crystals

(Figure 6). The crystal density of form III is lower than that of form I

and is similar to that of form II with a melting temperature of

100�C-105�C,[41,42] lower than that of form II. The structure of form

III of iPB is also an example of chiral packing even though the polymer

is achiral.[1,5] In the structure of Figure 6, indeed, helical chains with

the same chirality (right-handed or left-handed) are included in the

unit cell resulting in an isochiral packing. This is the case of chiral but

racemic polymers,[1,5,8] as all isotactic poly(α-olefins) where the

monomeric unit presents a stereoisomeric center, which is not a true

asymmetric carbon.[46–48] In the structure of form III of iPB the space

group is chiral but the polymer is, of course, nonchiral because the chi-

rality of the unit cell is compensate by the presence of equal fractions

of crystals of the enantiomorphous space groups, characterized by

units cells containing only right-handed and only left-handed helices,

as in the case of the intercrystallite optical compensation forming a

conglomerates.[8,49–52]

According to the higher density and melting temperature, form I

is the most stable form of iPB. However, the tetragonal form II is the

kinetically favored modification of iPB and is generally obtained by

crystallization from the melt.[33,35,41,53–59] Form II is metastable and

spontaneously transforms into the most stable form I on storage at

room temperature.[31,41,53–65] Form III is also metastable and is gener-

ally obtained by crystallization form dilute solutions.[41–43] It also

transforms spontaneously into the stable form I on drawing.

The form I-form II polymorphism of iPB is a typical monotropic

polymorphism defined by the free-energy plot of Figure 1A. Form I

has the lowest free energy at all temperatures below its melting tem-

perature, and, therefore, is the thermodynamically most stable crystal

structure at all temperatures. Form II is a metastable polymorphic

form that melts at temperature TmII lower than the melting tempera-

ture of form I (TmI). Therefore, a crystal-crystal transformation

FIGURE 4 Model of packing of the form I of iPB,[31] with chains in

3/1 helical conformation packed in a trigonal lattice according to the

space groups R3c or R3c. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [31].
Copyright 1960 by Nicola Zanichelli Ed

FIGURE 5 Model of packing of form II of iPB with chains in 11/3

helical conformation packed in a tetragonal unit cell according to the

space group P4.[33–37] R and L indicate right-handed and left-handed
helices, respectively

FIGURE 6 Model of packing for the crystal structure of form III of

iPB[38] with chains in 4/1 helical conformation packed in an
orthorhombic unit cell according to the space group P212121. R and
L indicate right-handed and left-handed helices, respectively.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2014 by
Wiley & Sons
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between the forms I and II does not occur with temperature. How-

ever, the metastable high energy form II always crystallizes from the

melt of iPB, by simple cooling from the melt to room temperature or by

isothermal crystallizations, and then spontaneously transforms into the

more stable form I by a crystal-crystal transformation at room

temperature.[31,41,53–65] The polymorphic transformation occurs over a

wide temperature range, from the glass transition temperature

(−25�C) up to 100�C[63–65] with a maximum rate at around

20�C.[65–67] At this temperature, completion of the transformation

requires several days.[63,66,68] The transformation of form II into

form I is irreversible and the initial crystal form II can be obtained

only by remelting the sample (monotropic polymorphism).

Therefore, in normal conditions of crystallization, form II is

obtained by melt-crystallization and form I is obtained from form II by

crystal-crystal transformation at room temperature. As shown in

Figure 2, for systems involving other intensive variables, such as pres-

sure, stress, and composition of a mixture, the free energy surfaces of

the individual phases are treated in a similar manner but the crystalli-

zation pathways may be altered. In the case of iPB, and under particu-

lar conditions, such as pressure), crystals of form I melting at very low

temperatures of 90�C-95�C can be obtained by direct crystallization

from the melt.[42,68–76] Crystals of form I obtained from transforma-

tion of form II generally melt at much higher temperature (130�C).

Because of the lower melting temperature, this form I crystallized

directly from the melt has been defined form I0 and has been regarded

as a defective form I, having the same crystal structure of Figure 4 but

with crystals with much smaller thickness.[42,68,69]

The physical properties of iPB are greatly affected by the sponta-

neous form II-form I transformation because of the increase of den-

sity, melting temperature, and mechanical strength.[30,41,53,64,65,77,78]

The transformation is rather slow and is complete only after days or

weeks at room temperature.[41,53,63–65,67,75–82] The kinetics of this

solid state transition depends on the aging temperature and on the

molecular structure, in particular, the molecular mass,[43,55,63] the ste-

reoregularity,[55,63] and the presence of comonomer units.[34,63,83] The

kinetics is also accelerated by application of pressures[75,76] and shear

or tensile stresses.[81,84,85]

Models of the mechanism of the spontaneous form II-form

I transformation have been proposed based, in particular, on data of

electron diffraction patterns on single crystals recorded during the

transformation of form II and of those of crystals of form I0 obtained

by direct crystallization form the melt.[60–62,76] Studies on the trans-

formed form I crystals lying flat-on illustrated a “twinned” orientation

of the transformed form I crystals, which differs from that of the

directly formed form I0. Electron diffraction patterns of iPB taken dur-

ing the phase transition, that is, before the complete transformation

of the form II crystals contain one diffraction set of the original form II

and two sets of the twinned form I crystals.[61,76] A careful analysis of

the superimposed electron diffraction patterns indicates that the origi-

nal form II and the transformed form I exhibit common (110) lattice

planes.[61,76] An explanation of this twinned structure was then first

proposed by Holland and Miller.[42] They related the twinned orienta-

tion of transformed form I to the existence of growth sectors of the

parent crystals of form II. It was suggested that the different sectors

of the tetragonal crystal of form II, which exhibit different folding

directions, give two differently oriented crystals of form I resulting in

two sets of diffraction spots of the transformed form I.[42] However,

experimental results that two orientations of form I crystals within a

single growth sector of form II were also obtained, and only one form

I crystal orientation was created in different sectors of the original

form II crystal,[44,61] do not support this model of transformation.

Based on all these experimental results, a rational explanation of

the form II-form I transition has been proposed with full consideration

of conformational and steric constraints.[61,62] In particular, the spon-

taneous transformation of form II into form I illustrates the constraints

set by preservation of the helical chirality.[62] The structural aspect of

the transformation is schematically presented in Figure 7. The tetrago-

nal structure of form II (Figures 5 and 7A) is characterized by alterna-

tion of the helical chirality of the 11/3 helical chains along both a and

b axes of the unit cell. As a result, the (110) planes are made of iso-

chiral helices (R or L), with the successive layers (the 220 planes) made

of isochiral chains of opposite chirality (Figures 5 and 7A). The trigonal

form I is also characterized by layers parallel to the (110) planes con-

taining chains in 3/1 helical conformation having the same chirality

(R or L, Figures 4 and 7C) with alternation of layers containing iso-

chiral chains of opposite chirality. Upon transformation, it is observed

that the (110) planes of the resultant trigonal unit cell are parallel to

the (110) planes of the parent tetragonal unit cell (Figure 7).[57,61] This

relative orientation illustrates the requirement of preservation of the

helical hands in the transformation. In fact, any other relative orienta-

tion of initial and final lattices would require reversal of helical hands

of at least a fraction of the stems. In addition, the transformation is

facilitated by a very fortunate near-matching (−5%) of interhelical dis-

tances in the two planes, which means that helix shifts are minimized

during the transformation. However, the contraction is nearly 20% in

the orthogonal direction, with resultant development of cracks in the

transformed crystal.[61] Furthermore, this transformation is character-

ized by the existence of a geometrical favorable “invariant plane,”

which also meets the preservation of the helix chirality require-

ment.[62] In particular, the transformation proceeds across growth sec-

tor boundaries, which exist in single crystals following crystallographic

constraints, which are much more important than the fold-orientation

requirement.

The mechanism of this solid-to-solid phase transition from form II

to form I is, therefore, the cooperative occurrence of chain conforma-

tional change and packing mode change, so that the energy barrier to

cross becomes as low as possible which can explain the formation of

the twin structure of form I crystals.[86] These movements result in a

transient structure that accounts for the diffraction pattern observed

during transformation.[87] The transformation takes place by coopera-

tive movement of right-handed (R) and left-handed (L) chains in form II,

such as to form pairs of enantiomorphic helices as in the structure of

form I (Figure 7C).[86] In form I these pairs are arranged in a hexagonal

packing mode and orient along the110 direction. Conversely, the R and

L chains in the form II crystal are arranged in a zigzag mode along

the110 direction. The pairs of R and L helices similar to that of form I

can be simply produced by the opposite side movement of the

helices.[86]

Detailed studies of the kinetics of form II-form I transformation and

of the dependence of the transformation rate on the aging temperature
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and time have revealed that this solid-solid transition is a two-step pro-

cess including nucleation and growth.[88] This was suggested by the

results of experiments of isothermal crystallization of iPB in form II fol-

lowed by successive annealing at a lower temperature (Tl) and at a

higher temperature (Th) to promote transition from form II to I,[88] com-

pared with simple aging at a single temperature (Ts). In fact, in these

experiments it has been observed that more form I is obtained after

being annealed at Tl and Th than annealed at a single aging temperature

Ts for the same period of time.[88] Annealing at low temperature Tl bene-

fits nucleation due to internal stress induced by unbalanced shrinkage

of amorphous and crystalline phases because of their different thermal

expansion coefficients, while annealing at higher Th is beneficial to

growth owing to rapid segmental diffusion at that temperature.[88] Both

nucleation and growth rates as a function of temperature showed a

Gaussian distribution with maxima at −10�C and 40�C, respectively, cor-

responding to the optimum temperatures of nucleation and growth,

respectively.[88] Moreover, the transition rate was increased with the

increase of crystallization temperature due to higher internal stress built

up during cooling down from higher crystallization temperature to the

nucleation temperature Tl. These results allow separating the form II-

form I polymorphic transition into nucleation and growth providing a

simple and effective way for rapid transition of form II to I in iPB.[88]

As already mentioned, besides intensive external parameters that

define the condition of crystallization, molecular parameters, as the

presence of molecular defects, may define the diagrams of Figure 1 and

alter the crystallization pathways. In particular, the presence of consti-

tutional defects, as comonomeric units, or of defects of stereoregularity

may influence both the thermodynamic stabilities of form I and form II

and the kinetics of crystallization from the melt. Two different situa-

tions are worth mentioning. Defects may increase the thermodynamic

stability of form II and decrease that of form I. With reference to the

scheme of Figure 1A, the free energy curves of forms I and II are

inverted and form II becomes the thermodynamically more stable form

and the kinetically favored polymorphic form. In this situation, form II

crystallizes from the melt and does not transform into form I by aging

at room temperature. A second situation is when defects increase the

kinetics of melt crystallization of form I and contemporarily decrease

the thermodynamic stability of form II. In this case, the free energy

curve of form II becomes too high at any temperature and the kinetics

of crystallization of form I and form II become competitive, resulting in

the direct crystallization of form I from the melt. The first case has been

observed in copolymers of iPB with linear α-olefins with number of car-

bon atoms higher than 5 and branched comonomers.[34] In this copoly-

mers the transition of form II into form I is greatly retarded or form II is

completely stabilized.[34,35] The second case has been observed in

stereodefective iPB samples, where the presence of stereodefects

allows direct crystallization of form I from the melt because of the

increase of the kinetics of melt crystallization of form I and the

decrease of the thermodynamic stability of form II.[28,29]

2.1 | Influence of stereodefects on the
polymorphism of iPB

The discovery of soluble organometallic catalysts for the polymeriza-

tion of olefins has allowed production of new polyolefins having

molecular structures that cannot be obtained with conventional Ziegler-

Natta catalysts.[89] These catalysts allow controlling the concentration of

stereo and regio-defects and uniform placement of constitutional defects,

as comonomeric units, along the chains,[89] with important consequences

on the physical and mechanical properties. For example, in the case of

isotactic[21–23] and syndiotactic polypropylene[24–26] this synthetic strategy

has allowed tailoring the physical properties of the materials by controlling

the crystallization behavior.[21–26]

FIGURE 7 Scheme of the mechanism of solid-solid transformation of

the tetragonal form II of iPB into the trigonal form I. Chains of forms II
and I in 11/3 and 3/1 helical conformations, respectively, of different
chirality, right-handed (R) and left-handed (L), are indicated in red and
blue, respectively, in (A) and (C). In (B) the chains of the two forms in
11/3 and 3/1 helical conformations are represented as circles (for the
11/3 helix of the tetragonal form II) and triangles (for the 3/1 helix of
the trigonal form I), and by the light and shaded symbols for chains of
different chirality. The “invariant plane” is (110)tetra for the tetragonal
form II and (110)trig for the trigonal form I. The transformation is
initiated in layer 0 and takes place with limited lateral movements of
chains, and propagates both sideways and downward. As the
transformation proceeds to planes 1, 2, 3, ..., movements (illustrated in
plane 4) are amplified because of the nearly 20% densification upon
transformation, but the helical hands are maintained in the process[61,62]

Adapted from Ref. [61] and reproduced with permission from Ref. [62].
Copyright 1998 by American Chemical Society
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Also for iPB, different samples characterized by macromolecules

containing controlled and different concentrations of regio-

irregularities and stereo-irregularities and different molecular masses

have been synthesized using different organometallic catalysts.[27]

The random distribution of defects and the presence of a single type

of defect (stereodefects or regiodefects) has allowed the study of the

influence of a specific molecular defect and of the molecular mass on

the crystallization of form I and form II of iPB. It has been demon-

strated that the controlled incorporation of stereodefects influences

the crystallization behavior with remarkable consequences in term of

physical properties and practical interest of iPB.[28–30] In particular,

samples of iPB of different stereoregularity, containing one type of

stereoirregularity, rr triad defects, have been prepared with the metal-

locene catalysts of Figure 8.[27] Depending on the structure of the cat-

alyst, the concentration of rr defects in the polymer has been varied

between 0.3% and 5%, and the corresponding melting temperatures

of the iPB samples varies in the range 125�C-70�C.[27]

The X-ray diffraction profiles of the iPB samples crystallized from

the melt by cooling the melt to room temperature at 2.5�C/min, and

of the same samples kept at room temperature for 1 month are

reported in Figure 9A,B, respectively.[28,29] The more stereoregular

samples with concentration of rr stereodefects lower than 1.4 mol%

show the usual behavior and crystallize from the melt into form II, as

indicated by the presence of the (200)II, (220)II, and (213)II + (311)II

reflections at 2θ = 11.9, 16.9, and 18.3�, respectively, in the diffraction

profiles a-d of Figure 9A.[28,29] Less stereoregular samples crystallize

from the melt, instead, in the stable form I,[28,29] as indicated by the

presence of (110)I, (300)I, and (220)I + (211)I reflections of form I at 2θ

= 9.9, 17.3, and 20.5�, respectively, in the diffraction profiles e-h of

Figure 9A.[28,29] The presence of rr stereodefects in concentration

higher than 2 mol%, induces the crystallization from the melt of form I

instead of the metastable form II.[28,29]

As discussed above, crystals of form I obtained by direct crystalli-

zation from melt in stereoirregular iPB samples of Figure 9A (profiles

e-h) correspond to the form I0. This was the first experimental evi-

dence of the crystallization of the stable trigonal form I of iPB directly

from the melt at atmospheric pressure.[28,29]

Figure 9B shows that crystals of form II obtained from the melt in

the more stereoregular samples (profiles a-d of Figure 9A) transforms

into form I upon aging at room temperature (profiles a-d of Figure 9B),

whereas in the streoirregular samples crystallized in form I0 (profiles e-

h of Figure 9A) no phase transition is observed upon aging (profiles e-

h of Figure 9B).[28,29]

The data of Figure 9 correspond to crystallization from the melt

at low cooling rate of 2.5�C/min. The effect of the cooling rate on the

crystallization of form I (form I0) and form II is shown in Figure 10.[29]

The diffraction profiles of Figure 10 show that the most stereoregular

sample crystallizes in the form II at any cooling rate (Figure 10A),

whereas the more stereodefective samples crystallize as mixtures of

form I0 and form II, and the amount of form I0 increases with decreas-

ing cooling rate (Figure 10B,C). The most irregular sample iPB9 crys-

tallizes from the melt at cooling rate of 2.5�C/min almost completely

into form I0 (Figure 10D).

The crystallization of forms I and II upon cooling from the melt

also depends on the molecular mass.[29] In the case of stereoirregular

samples the amount of form I0 increases with the decrease of molecu-

lar mass and in samples with high molecular mass the crystallization of

high amount of form II has been observed even at low cooling rate of

2.5�C/min.[29] Moreover, for stereoregular samples with low molecu-

lar mass a small amount of crystals of form I0 has been observed upon

melt crystallization at the highest cooling rate.[29]

The conclusion that in stereodefective iPB samples crystals of

form I are obtained directly from the melt and not from rapid transfor-

mation of form II eventually formed at the early stage of crystalliza-

tion, has been demonstrated by experiments of time resolved X-ray

diffraction during crystallization.[28,29] Figure 11 shows the data for

the sample iPB6 with [rr] = 2.8%.[28] The diffraction profiles have

been recorded during the isothermal crystallization only in the range

2θ = 8-14�, where the (110)I reflection of form I at 2θ = 9.9� and

(200)II reflection of form II at 2θ = 11.9� occur. The diffraction pattern

of the melt has been first recorded at 180�C (profile a of Figure 11B).

The samples has been cooled to the crystallization temperatures Tc1 =

55�C and Tc = 25�C (Figure 11A), and the diffraction profiles have

been recorded at Tc1 (Figure 11C) and at Tc = 25�C (Figure 11D).

FIGURE 8 Structures of the zirconocene catalysts used for the synthesis of samples of iPB having different stereoregularity. [27] Each catalyst

produces the indicated concentration of the rr defects
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Figure 11B clearly indicates that the sample iPB6 crystallizes from

the melt by cooling to −30�C in form I (profile b of Figure 11B). The

diffraction profiles recorded at 55�C and at 25�C during the isother-

mal crystallization at 55�C of Figure 11C and at 25�C of Figure 11D

show that, starting from the amorphous halo of the melt, the (110)I

reflection of form I at 2θ = 9.9� appears at the beginning of the crys-

tallization (5 minutes) and its intensity increases during crystallization,

when the (200)II at 2θ = 11.9� of form II is never observed.[28] This

indicates that for this stereoirregular sample form I crystallizes directly

from the melt.[28,29]

The direct crystallization of form I from the melt in stereoirregular

samples of iPB has been observed even when the samples crystallize

in mixtures of form I and form II,[28,29] as in the case of samples of Fig-

ures 10B,C, where the amount of form I0 in the mixtures increases

with decreasing cooling rate, that is, in conditions of slow crystalliza-

tion. Also in isothermal crystallizations from the melt mixtures of

forms I and II are obtained and the amount of form I is dependent on

the crystallization temperature. Examples are shown in Figures 12 and

13 for the more isotactic sample iPB3 with [rr] = 1.2% and for the

more stereoirregular sample iPB7 with [rr] = 4.7%.

The DSC curves of the samples iPB3 and iPB7 cooled from the

melt to −30�C at cooling rate of 2.5�C/min are shown in Figures 12A

and 13A. In the crystallization experiments, after melting at 180�C

(Figures 12B and 13B), the diffraction profiles have been recorded

during isothermal crystallization at the temperatures Tc1 = 70�C and

Tc = 60�C, 40�C, and 25�C for the sample iPB3 (Figure 12C-F) and

Tc = 60�C, 50�C, and 25�C for the sample iPB7 (Figure 13C-F). The

more isotactic sample iPB3 crystallize by cooling the melt to −30�C

essentially in the form II, as indicated by the diffraction profile c of

Figure 9A. The diffraction profiles of Figure 12C,D recorded at 70�C

and 60�C, respectively, during the isothermal crystallizations at 70�C

and 60�C of the sample iPB3 clearly show that the (200)II reflection at

2θ = 11.9� of form II appears at the beginning of the crystallization,

when the (110)I reflection of form I at 2θ = 9.9� is not observed. The

intensity of the (200)II reflection of form II increases during the crys-

tallization and the (110)I reflection of form I appears after 5 minutes

from the beginning of the crystallization (Figure 12C,D). Therefore,

also in this case crystals of form I are obtained by crystallization from

the melt, along with crystals of form II, and not from the transforma-

tion of crystals form II. On the other hand at high temperatures of

60�C-70�C the transformation of form II into form I is very slow, and

crystals of form II obtained at 60�C and 70�C remain stable till the

sample is maintained at the crystallization temperature. At lower crys-

tallization temperatures of 40�C and 25�C the crystallization is faster

(Figure 12E,F) and the (200)II and (110)I reflections of forms II and I,

respectively, appear at the beginning of the crystallization but the

sample still crystallize mostly in form II, the intensity of the (110)I

reflection of form I at 2θ = 9.9� being always very low. Also at these

low temperatures form I crystallizes from the melt, in these cases con-

temporarily to form II.

The more irregular sample iPB7 with [rr] = 4.7 mol% crystallizes

from the melt completely in the stable form I by cooling the melt to

−30�C at low cooling rates (eg, 2.5�C/min), as indicated by the diffrac-

tion profile g of Figure 9A that presents only the (110)I, (300)I, and

(220)I + (211)I reflections of form I at 2θ = 9.9, 17.3, and 20.5�,

respectively, or in isothermal melt-crystallizations performed at high

crystallization temperatures (Figure 13C,D). However, this sample

crystallizes from the melt in mixtures of forms I and II at high cooling
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FIGURE 9 X-ray diffraction profiles of iPB samples having different concentrations of rr stereodefects crystallized by cooling the melt at cooling

rate of 2.5�C/min (A) and of the same samples kept at room temperature for at least 1 month (B).[28]

Reproduced with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2008 by Wiley VCH
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rates or in isothermal melt-crystallizations at low crystallization tem-

peratures (Figure 13E,F). The diffraction profiles recorded at 70�C and

60�C, during the crystallization at 70�C and 60�C of Figure 13C,D,

respectively, clearly show that, starting from the amorphous halo of

the melt, the (110)I reflection of form I at 2θ = 9.9� appears after

15 minutes at 70�C (Figure 13C) and 10 minutes at 60�C

(Figure 13D), when the (200)II reflection at 2θ = 11.9� of form II is not

observed. The intensity of the (110)I reflection of form I increases dur-

ing the crystallization and the (200)II reflection of form II at 2θ = 11.9�

never appears at 70�C (Figure 13C). At 60�C a small peak correspond-

ing to the (200)II reflection of form II appears only at longer crystalliza-

tion time, after about 30 minutes (Figure 13D).[28,29]

At lower crystallization temperatures of 50�C and 25�C the sam-

ple iPB7 crystallizes in mixtures of crystals of forms I and II, as indi-

cated by the presence of both (110)I and (200)II reflections of forms I

and II in the diffraction profiles of Figures 13E,F. At 50�C, starting

from the amorphous halo of the melt the (110)I reflection of form I at

2θ = 9.9� appears at the beginning of the crystallization, after

10 minutes, whereas the (200)II reflection of form II at 2θ = 11.9� is

still absent (Figure 13E). The intensity of the (110)I reflection of form I

increases during the crystallization at 50�C and the (200)II reflection

of form II appears only at longer crystallization time, at least after

15 minutes from the beginning of the crystallization (Figure 13E). At

the end of the crystallization at 50�C the (200)II and (110)I reflections

of forms II and I have nearly the same intensity. At the crystallization

temperature of 25�C (Figure 13F) the (110)I and (200)II reflections of

forms I and II appears about contemporarily at the beginning of the

crystallization. The slightly higher intensity of the (110)I reflection of

form I than that of the (200)II reflection of form II at crystallization

time of 10 minutes (Figure 13F), indicates that crystals of form I prob-

ably crystallize before those of form II. The intensities of (110)I and

(200)II reflections of forms I and II increase during the crystallization at
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FIGURE 10 X-ray diffraction profiles of stereodefective iPB samples crystallized from the melt by cooling the melt at the indicated different

cooling rates.[29] Reproduced with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright 2009 by American Chemical Society
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FIGURE 11 (A) DSC cooling curve from the melt at 2.5�C/min, and (B) X-ray diffraction profiles recorded at 180�C in the melt and at 25�C after

cooling from 180�C of the sample iPB6 with [rr] = 2.8 mol%. (C,D) X-ray diffraction profiles recorded in the range 2θ = 8-14� at the
crystallization temperatures of 55�C (C) and 25�C (D) during the isothermal melt-crystallization.[28]

Reproduced with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2009 by Wiley VCH

FIGURE 12 (A) DSC cooling curve from the melt at 2.5�C/min and (B) X-ray diffraction profile recorded at 180�C in the melt of the sample iPB3
with [rr] = 1.2 mol%. (C-F) X-ray diffraction profiles recorded at the crystallization temperatures of 70�C (C), 60�C (D), 40�C (E), and 25�C
(F) during the isothermal crystallizations from the melt.[28]
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25�C, and at the end of the crystallization the intensity of the (200)II

reflection of form II at 2θ = 11.9� becomes higher than that of the

(110)I reflection of form I, indicating that higher amount of form II

crystallizes at 25�C, when the crystallization is fast.[28]

The data of Figures 9–13 indicates that the modification of the

molecular structure of iPB through the controlled introduction of

defects of isotacticity allows the crystallization of the stable form I0

from the melt instead of the kinetically favored form II. The rr triad

defects play a double role. On one hand, the kinetics of crystallization

of form I is improved because of the increased flexibility of the chains,

so that crystallizations of forms I and II become competitive,[29] as

shown by the simultaneous crystallization of the two polymorphs in

Figures 11 and 13. On the other hand, the incorporation of rr defects

reduces the thermodynamic stability of the 11/3 helix and of form II,

whereas no great effect is expected for the 3/1 helix.[29] This results

in the preferential crystallization of form I0 in conditions of slow crys-

tallizations, as slow cooling or high crystallization temperatures. Low

molecular masses play a similar role in improving the crystallization

kinetics of form I in low isotactic samples through the increased

mobility of the chains. This effect is less important is highly isotactic

samples for which form II has still a reasonable stability and remains

the kinetically favored polymorph.[29]

The opposite results of Figure 10A that crystallization of form I0

in more isotactic samples is favored at high cooling rates has been

explained on the basis of stability and number of nuclei of forms I and

II that must form and grow at the crystallization temperature.[29] The

values of the minimum lamellar thickness necessary to allow growing

of crystals of forms I and II at a given crystallization temperature[29]

have been determined from the data of crystallization temperature Tc,

evaluated by DSC cooling scans at rates of 2.5, 10, 20, and 40�C/min

(shown in Figure 14A), using the Gibbs-Thomson equation:[90,91]

lmin ¼ 2σeT0
m

ΔHmΔT

where ΔHm is the melting enthalpy per unit volume of the crystal

phase, σe is the end-surface free energy per unit area of polymer crys-

tals[75] and ΔT = Tm
0 - Tc is the undercooling with Tm

0 the equilibrium

melting temperature of the polymorphic form. Figure 14B shows that

the values of minimum size of lamellae lmin increases with the increase

of the crystallization temperature Tc (decreasing undercooling), and the

minimum thickness necessary to allow growing of crystals is higher for

form II than for form I0.[29] However, in highly isotactic samples and in

normal crystallization conditions only form II crystallizes from the melt

because of the much higher crystallization rate of form II.[75] In the

FIGURE 13 (A) DSC cooling curve from the melt at 2.5�C/min and (B) X-ray diffraction profile recorded at 180�C in the melt of the sample iPB7
with [rr] = 4.7 mol%. (C-F) X-ray diffraction profiles recorded at the crystallization temperatures of 70�C (C), 60�C (D), 50�C (E), and 25�C
(F) during the isothermal crystallizations from the melt.[28]
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presence of even a small concentration of rr stereodefects, the crystalli-

zation kinetics of form I is improved and a reasonable number of nuclei

having thickness higher than lmin can form upon cooling. For these sam-

ples, with amount of rr defects lower than 1.4 mol%, the amount of

crystals of form I0 increases with the increase of the cooling rate

(Figure 10A) because the minimum lamellar thickness lmin decreases

with the decrease of the crystallization temperature Tc (Figure 14B),

which decreases with the increase of cooling rate (Figure 14A).[29]

The change of the crystallization pathway of Figure 1A and of the

monotropic polymorphism of iPB upon introduction of rr defects of

stereoregularity with the crystallization of the stable form I from the

melt has also relevant consequences on the physical and mechanical

properties of iPB.[28,30] The stress-strain curves of the samples iPB2

and iPB6 with 0.8 and 2.8 mol% of rr defects, respectively, melt-

crystallized and aged for 1 month are shown in Figure 15.[28,30] For

the more isotactic sample iPB2, the aging allows transition of form II,

crystallized from the melt, into form I. Correspondingly, this phase

transformation produces a significant modification of the mechanical

properties (Figure 15A), with increase of values of modulus and of yield

stress (as occurs in iPB samples prepared with Ziegler-Natta cata-

lysts).[28,30] For the stereoirregular sample iPB6 that crystallize in form I0

from the melt, no polymorphic transformation occurs during aging at

room temperature and, correspondingly, the mechanical properties do

not change during aging at room temperature (Figure 15B).[28,30]

2.2 | Influence of constitutional defects: Copolymers
of iPB

Studies on the crystallization behavior of copolymers of iPB with differ-

ent comonomeric units prepared with Ziegler-Natta catalysts have been

extensively reported in the old literature[34,63,83] and in more recent

papers.[92,93] These studies have shown that comonomeric units having

different size influences differently the crystallization behavior and the

rate of the form II-form I transformation.[34] In particular, ethylene cou-

nits accelerate the transition, whereas longer 1-olefins or crowded

1-olefins stabilize form II that no longer transforms into form I.[34]

However, as these copolymers were prepared with Ziegler-Natta

catalysts, their molecular structure is complex because of the non uni-

form and nonstatistical distribution of comonomers and other defects

eventually present (as stereodefects and regiodefects). This has pre-

vented the study of the effect of the sole comonomeric units on the crys-

tallization behavior of iPB. As in the case of stereodefective samples of

iPB preparedwithmetallocene catalysts, the use of metallocene catalysts

has allowed to synthesize copolymers of iPB with macromolecules fea-

tured by a perfect statistical distribution of comonomeric units along the

chains, a uniform comonomer concentration, and a negligible concentra-

tion of stereodefects.[94,95] This have allowed studying the influence of

the single constitutional defect on the polymorphic behavior, on the rate

of the phase transformation andmechanical properties of iPB.[94,95]

The examples of copolymers of iPB with ethylene[94] or long

octene[95] comonomeric units are summarized. Samples of butene-

ethylene (iPBEt) and butene-octene (iPBC8) copolymers were prepared

with the catalyst 2 of Figure 8.[94,95] As described above, this catalyst is
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isoselective and produces highly stereoregular iPB homopolymer and

copolymers.[27] The negligible amount of stereodefects, the absence of

regiodefects, the high molecular mass, the random distribution of ethylene

units in iPBEt copolymers and octene units in iPBC8 copolymers and the

broad range of concentration of the comonomeric units have allowed

highlighting the effects of the sole ethylene or octene constitutional

defects on the crystallization behavior and mechanical properties of

iPB.[94,95]

2.2.1 | Butene-ethylene copolymers

The diffraction profiles of samples of iPBEt copolymers melt-

crystallized and aged at 25�C are shown in Figure 16A,B, respec-

tively.[94] The diffraction profiles of the homopolymer sample, corre-

sponding to the highly isotactic sample iPB2 of Figure 9, prepared

with the catalysts 2 of Figure 8, are also reported for comparison (pro-

files a of Figure 16A,B). It is apparent that, while the homopolymer

crystallizes from the melt in form II (profile a of Figure 16A), the iPBEt

copolymers with low ethylene concentrations crystallize from the melt

as mixtures of forms I and II (profiles b-e of Figure 16A),[94] and the

sample with ethylene content of 5.7 mol% crystallizes directly in form

I0 (profile f of Figure 16A). Samples with higher ethylene concentra-

tions do not crystallize from the melt (profiles g-m of Figure 16A).[94]

Crystals of form II obtained from the melt completely transform into

form I by aging (profiles a-e of Figure 16B) at 25�C in aging time that

becomes shorter with the increase of ethylene content. Finally, the

amorphous samples, with high ethylene concentrations crystallize

upon aging in form I0 (profiles g-l of Figure 16B). The amount of crys-

tals of form I0 , with respect to those of form II, in samples crystallized

from the melt and from the amorphous of Figure 16, evaluated from

the intensities of the (110)I and (200)II reflections of form I and form II

at 2θ = 9.9� and 11.9�, respectively, increases with the increase of

ethylene units (Figure 17A).[94] The rate of transformation of form II

into form I at 25�C, evaluated from the amount of crystals of form I

that develop during aging (Figure 17B), increases with the increase of

ethylene concentration (Figure 17C), and is always faster than that

observed in samples of copolymers prepared with Ziegler-Natta cata-

lysts, reported in Ref.[92] (Figure 17C).

These data demonstrate that, as in the case of rr stereodefects,

the ethylene comonomeric units induces crystallization of form I0 from

the melt and from the amorphous state and increase the rate of trans-

formation of form II into form I.[94]

The effect of ethylene comonomeric units is, therefore, similar to

that of the rr stereodefects and has been explained as due to increased

flexibility of the chains and crystallization kinetics of form I, and the

reduced stability of form II.[94] As also shown in Figure 17C, this behav-

ior is different from that observed in butene-ethylene copolymers syn-

thesized with Ziegler-Natta catalysts[92,93] that still crystallize in form II

even at high ethylene concentrations (up to 2.2 mol%) and only for eth-

ylene content of ≈10 mol% a small amount of form I appears in the

samples crystallized form the melt.[92,93] This is due to the nonrandom

distribution of the ethylene comonomeric units in the Ziegler-Natta

samples that makes the regular sequences of butene units still long,

even for high defects concentration, able to crystallize in form II.[94]

2.3 | Butene-octene copolymers

Butene-ethylene copolymers (iPBC8) synthesized with the same cata-

lyst 2 of Figure 8 have shown a crystallization behavior different from
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FIGURE 16 X-ray diffraction profiles of samples of iPBEt copolymers melt-crystallized (A) and aged at 25�C for the aging times ta (B).
[94]

Reproduced with permission from Ref. [94]. Copyright 2014 by American Chemical Society
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that of iPBEt samples.[95] The diffraction profiles of iPBC8 copolymers

melt-crystallized and aged at 25�C for long time are shown in

Figure 18A,B, respectively.[95] This time, all samples up to about 6 mol

% of octene crystallize form the melt in form II, as the normal behavior

of the iPB homopolymer (profiles a-g of Figure 18A).[95] The crystallin-

ity decreases with the increase of concentration of octene units and

the samples with octene concentration higher than 7 mol% no longer

crystallize from the melt (profiles h-j of Figure 18A).

Figure 18B clearly shows that the transformation of form II into

form I at 25�C occurs very slowly only for samples with low octene

concentrations up to about 2.8 mol% (profiles b-d of Figure 18B). The

aging time necessary to achieve complete transformation is very long

(of the order of months), increases with the octene content, and

is much longer than that necessary for iPBEt copolymers

(Figure 16B).[95] For octene concentrations higher than 2-3 mol%,

form II obtained from the melt (e-g of Figure 18A) is stable and does

not transform into form I even for long aging time at room tempera-

ture (profile e-g of Figure 18B).[95] Samples that do not crystallize

from the melt (for octene concentration higher than 7 mol%) (profile

h-j of Figure 18A) crystallize by aging at 25�C as mixtures of crystals

of forms II and I0 (profile h-i of Figure 18B).[95] The crystallized form II

is stable and do not transform into form I by further aging for very

long time.[95] Figure 19 shows that the fractional amount of form I in

the samples aged for 3 years decreases with the increase of octene

content up to about 7 mol% of octene[95] and then increases for

higher octene content when form I0 crystallize from the amorphous

phase. In the range 4-7 mol% of octene concentration, form II crystal-

lized form the melt is stable and no form I is observed in the aged

samples.[95]

The stabilization of form II in a defined range of octene concentra-

tion is confirmed by data of X-ray fiber diffraction patterns of samples of

iPBC8 copolymers stretched at high degrees of deformation of

Figure 20. It is known that form II crystallized form the melt in iPB homo-

polymer rapidly transforms into form I also by stretching.[30] The data of

Figure 20 shows that only for the sample with low octene concentration

form II transforms into form I by stretching (Figure 20A,B), as in the iPB

homopolymer.[95] For higher octene concentrations, form II is stable even

upon stretching and at high degree of deformation does not transform

into form I but oriented fibers of form II are obtained (Figure 20C,D).[95]

The data of Figure 18–20 indicates that, contrary to ethylene

units, octene units for concentrations higher than a threshold stabi-

lizes the form II of iPB. This has been explained as due to the effect of

stabilization of the 11/3 helical conformation that becomes more sta-

ble than the 3/1 helix of form I in the presence of bulky octene units

randomly distributed along the iPB chains.[1,95]

The two reported examples of copolymers of iPB with ethylene

and octene and the case of stereodefective homopolymer demon-

strate how the crystallization behavior and polymorphism of a poly-

mer may be altered in different ways for the presence of different

types of defects. The presence of defects and of disorder may drive

the crystallization toward one polymorphic form for both thermody-

namic and kinetic effects resulting in the modification of the crystalli-

zation pathway delineated by the schemes of Figure 1.

3 | SYNDIOTACTIC POLYSTYRENE

Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) presents a complex polymorphism

complicated by the presence of structural disorder.[96–117] It is another

example of conformational polymorphism. Five different crystalline

forms defined, α form,[97,98,110] β form,[102,104] γ form,[96] δ form,[109]

and ε form,[111] two mesomorphic forms,[112–114] and various clathrates

forms,[105–107] have been described. The most stable αand β forms crys-

tallize with chains in trans-planar conformation.[96–98,102,104,110] The

crystalline γ form and the nanoporous δ and ε forms are characterized

by chains in s(2/1)2 helical conformation.[96,109,111] Moreover, sPS

forms host-guest compounds (clathrate structures) with several organic
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FIGURE 17 (A) Fractional amount of form I0 (fI) initially crystallized

from the melt in iPBEt copolymers (profile a-f of Figure 16A), and
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Reproduced with permission from Ref. [94]. Copyright 2014 by
American Chemical Society
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and inorganic low molecular mass substances, all characterized by

chains in s(2/1)2 helical conformation.[105–107,111]

The conformational polymorphism and the relative stabilities of

the different polymorphic forms are in agreement with calculations of

conformational energy.[115] The map of the conformational energy

shows, indeed, an absolute minimum for a trans-planar conformation

(θ1 ≈ θ2 ≈ = 180�) of the stable α and β forms, and a second relative

minimum for the 2-fold helical conformation (θ1 ≈ 60� and θ2 ≈ 180�

or θ1 ≈ 180� and θ2 ≈ -60�) of the metastable γ and δ forms.[115]

Models of the trans-planar and s(2/1)2 helical conformations of sPS

are shown in Figure 21.

Models of packing of the chains in the crystal structures of α

form, β form and δ form of sPS are shown in Figure 22.[101,102,109] In

the α form (Figure 22A), chains in trans-planar conformation are

packed in a trigonal unit cell with axes a = 26.26 Å, b = 26.26 Å, and

c = 5.04 Å with the space group symmetry P3.[100,101,110] In the β

form, the same trans-planar chains are packed in an orthorhombic unit

cell with axes a = 8.81 Å, b = 28.82 Å, and c = 5.1 Å with a space

group P212121 (Figure 22B).[102,104] In the nanoporous δ form, the

chains in s(2/1)2 helical conformation are packed in a monoclinic unit

cell with axes a = 17.4 Å, b = 11.85 Å, c = 7.70 Å, γ = 117� and space

group P21/a (Figure 22C).[109] The structure of δ form is characterized

by the presence of empty cavities (the crystal density is ≈0.98 g/cm3,

smaller than that of the amorphous phase ≈1.05 g/cm3), that can host

low-molar-mass guest molecules forming clathrates structures.[109]

The stable α and β forms generally crystallize from the melt and

present high melting temperatures (≈270�C), whereas the δ form and

clathrate structures can be obtained by crystallization form various

solvents.[96,105–107,109] γ and δ forms and clathrates structures are

metastable and transform into the stable α form by heating.[96] δ form

and clathrate samples transform into γ form at temperatures of nearly

130�C, and the γ form transforms into α form at higher temperatures

of 180�C.[96,109,112] The polymorphism of sPS is, therefore, a case of

enantiotropic polymorphism of the type of Figure 1B. The nanoporous

δ form or the clathrates forms (in the presence of solvent or guest

molecules that occupy cavities of the nanoporous structure) are stable

at room temperature.[96] At higher temperatures, the γ form is stable

in the range 130�C-180�C, and the α form is stable at temperature

higher than 180�C before its melting at 270�C.[96]
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Reproduced with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 20 154 by Elsevier
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The polymorphism of sPS is an interesting case of crystallization

pathway that depends on various thermodynamic and kinetic factors

and, in the crystallization from the melt, on the thermal history of the

melt and the memory of crystals that persists in the melt even at high

temperatures.[96] Moreover, this is a further example of polymorphism

that arises because of the development of structural disorder and

FIGURE 20 X-ray diffraction patterns of fibers of the samples of iPBC8 copolymers with 0.3 mol% (A,B) and 6.73 mol% (C,D) of octene

stretched at the indicated values of deformations ε[95]

Reproduced with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 20154 by Elsevier)

FIGURE 21 Models of the trans-planar conformation (A) and s(2/1)2
helical conformation (B) of sPS.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2014 by
Wiley & Sons

FIGURE 22 Models of packing of α form (A), β form (B), and δ form

(C) of sPS[101,102,109]. The numbers inside the phenyl rings indicates
the relative heights of the centers of phenyl rings in units c/6 in A for
the α form and units c/4 in B for the β form, with c the chain axis.
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crystallization of disordered structures. [1] The cases of α and β forms

are illustrated in more details.

The crystallization of α and β forms from the melt strongly

depends on the experimental conditions,[96] in particular, on the tem-

perature of the melt, the time of permanence of the melt at that tem-

perature, the crystallization temperature in the case of isothermal

crystallizations, the cooling rate and the initial polymorphic form that

is melted.[96,97] A pure β form crystallizes from the melt only when the

temperature of the melt is very high and the melt is kept at this tem-

perature for long time, that is, when in the melt there is no memory of

the crystals of α form.[96] The α form crystallizes from the melt,

instead, when the melt contains a memory of crystals of the α form,

that is, when the temperature of the melt is low.[96] Moreover, α form

crystals are obtained by fast cooling from the melt [96,102], and by cold

crystallization from the quenched amorphous glass.[96,116]

Studies of the crystallization of α and β forms and of the influence

of the parameters of the melt-crystallization have been reported by

Woo et al. [97,118–123] The β form is favored for high crystallization

temperatures (>260�C), whereas α form is favored at lower crystalliza-

tion temperatures (<230�C)[97,118–125] and cold-crystallization from

the amorphous phase.[96,97]

However, it has been reported that in the range of crystallization

temperatures 230�C-260�C, the crystallization of α and β forms is

mainly dependent on the maximum temperature of the melt (Tmax).
[126]

For high Tmax values, at least 50�C above the melting point of the start-

ing polymorphic form, the β form always crystallizes for any crystalliza-

tion temperature and polymorphic form of the starting sample.[126] For

lower Tmax values, the polymorphic form that crystallizes does not

depend on the crystallization temperature but depends on the polymor-

phic form of the starting sample.[126] If the starting sample is initially in

the β form, crystallization of the β form always occurs, whereas if the

starting sample is in the α form, for low values of Tmax crystallization of

α form occurs.[126] At high values of Tmax, higher than 280�C, the α and

β forms crystallize in mixture. Therefore, the pure α form crystallizes

only in the presence of a memory of crystals of α form in the melt,

whereas β form always crystallizes when this memory is erased.[126]

The effect of structural disorder on the crystallization of α and β

forms has been rationalized resorting to the concept of limit ordered and

limit disordered model structures.[1] The crystal structures of α and β

forms of Figure 22A,B have been described as a continuum of disor-

dered modifications intermediate between limit disordered models (α’

and β’ ideal structures) and limit ordered models (α” and β” ideal

structures).[96,100–102] In fact, depending on the condition of crystalliza-

tion ordered or disordered modifications of α and β forms have been

obtained.[96] In particular, by crystallization from the melt modifications

of the α and β forms similar to the limit ordered α” structure and limit dis-

ordered β’ structure, respectively, are obtained.[96] Modifications of the

α form similar and closer to the limit disordered α’ ideal structure are

obtained by annealing of the amorphous phase or of the γ form,[96,100,101]

whereas modifications of the β form similar and closer to the limit ordered

β” ideal structure crystallize from solutions.[102] These complex behaviors

have been explained by describing the disorder in the crystals of α and β

forms and considering the disorder as a structural feature.[1]

In the case of the α form, the most important feature of the

ordered model of the crystal structure (α” model) (Figure 22A) is that

the trans-planar chains are organized in triplets around a 3-fold

axis.[99] A model of packing that accounts for the experimental diffrac-

tion data [99–101,110] is characterized by a packing of triplets of trans-

planar chains in a trigonal unit cell with space groups P3c1 or P3

(Figure 23).[100,101] In the model corresponding to the space group

P3c1, the glide plane of the chains is also a crystallographic symmetry

of the lattice[100] (Figure 23A). From detailed analysis of the electron

diffraction patterns of single crystals[99,110] a model of low symmetry

P3 has been proposed (Figure 23B).[101,110] In the space group P3, the

crystallographic glide planes of the space group P3c1 are absent,

therefore, the local glide plane of the chains is no longer a crystallo-

graphic symmetry[101] and the three triplets of chains may rotate

around the 3-fold axes[101] and, assume different and independent ori-

entations (Figure 23B).[110] This structure is, therefore, an example of

symmetry breaking, where the local symmetry of the chains is lost in

the lattice.[1] Samples of sPS crystallize from the melt in ordered modi-

fications close to this limit ordered α” model of Figure 23.

Depending on the condition of crystallization the structure of

Figure 23 presents structural disorder. In fact the α form that crystal-

lizes by annealing the amorphous phase shows a diffraction profile dif-

ferent from that of the α form crystallized from the melt,[96,100] with

systematic absence of hkl reflections with -h + k + l 6¼ 3n.[96,100,101]

This has been explained assuming that the α form that crystallizes

from the amorphous contains disorder that produces a statistical

rhombohedral symmetry of the lattice.[100,101] A model of structural

disorder of Figure 24 has been proposed.[100,101,127] Trans-planar sPS

chains are clustered in triplets around 3-fold axes located in the

FIGURE 23 Models of the crystal structure of the α form of sPS with

space group symmetries P3c1[100] (A) and P3[101,110] (B).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2014 by
Wiley & Sons
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positions of the unit cell (0,0,z), (1/3,2/3,z), (2/3,1/3,z) (Figures 23A,B

and 24A). As shown in Figure 25A,B, the triplets of chains assume in

the unit cell two different orientations,[96,100] in which the benzene

rings are in the same position, whereas the backbone atoms are

rotated by 60�.[96,100,101,127] In the limit ordered α” modification of

Figures 23 and 24A the three triplets of chains have three indepen-

dent rotations[100,101,110] and the lattice has a trigonal, quasi-

rhombohedral symmetry P3 (Figure 24A).[101,110] In the limit disor-

dered α’ modification, a statistical disorder between the two isosteric

orientations of triplets of chains is present (Figure 24B).[100,127] The

benzene rings are in positions similar to that in the limit ordered

model and the backbone atoms assume statistically the six positions

around the 3-fold axes, as in Figure 25C). Therefore, the limit disor-

dered α’ modification has a statistical full rhombohedral symmetry and

can be described by the statistical space group R3.[96,100,101,127]

According to the model of disorder of Figure 24, crystals of the α form

of sPS may be described with crystal modifications intermediate

between the ideal ordered model (Figure 24A) and disordered model

(Figure 24B). Crystallization from the melt gives ordered modifications

of the α form similar to the limit ordered α” model of Figure 24A

(space group P3), whereas annealing of the amorphous phase pro-

duces disordered modifications similar to the limit disordered model

of Figure 24B (space group R3).[96,100,101,127]

It is worth noting that in this complex structure of the α form of

sPS (Figures 23 and 24), the disorder in the positioning of the atoms

of the backbone and a regular packing of a structural motif (the ben-

zene rings), produce a mode of packing of the benzene rings very simi-

lar to that present in the crystal structure of isotactic polystyrene (iPS)

(Figure 26), where chains in 3/1 helical conformation are packed in a

trigonal unit cell with space groups R3c or R3c (Figure 26A).[128]

FIGURE 24 Models of the crystal structure of the α form of sPS

described by the ideal limit ordered model (α“form, space group P3)

(A) and the ideal limit disordered model (α’ form, space group R3)
(B)[100,101,110,127]. The numbers inside the phenyl rings indicates the
relative heights of the centers of phenyl rings in units c/6 with c the
chain axis
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2014 by
Wiley & Sons

FIGURE 25 Different orientations of triplets of chains of sPS (A and B)

assumed in the structure of the α form (Figures 22A, 23–24)[96,100,101,127]

and statistical disordered orientation (C).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [101]. Copyright 1996 by
the American Chemical Society

FIGURE 26 Models of the crystal structures of iPS (A) (space groups

R3c or R3c)[128] and α form of sPS (B) (space group R3)[100,101,127].
The structures are characterized by a similar mode of packing of
benzene rings
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In the case of β form of sPS a different type of disorder is present

which determines development of polymorphism with the presence of dif-

ferent modifications characterized by different degree of order.[102] This

has been demonstrated by the fact that the β form crystallized form the

melt shows diffraction profiles with systematic absence of the hk0 reflec-

tions with h + k = 2n + 1 [102,128]. A model of the structural disorder is

shown in Figures 27 and 28. The limit ordered structure of Figure 27A

(β” form, space group P212121) corresponds to a regular succession of

ac bilayers ABABAB in the model of Figure 28A. Disorder arises

because defects in the regular alternation of ac bilayers of chains A

and B along the b axis may be present as in the model of

Figure 28B.[102] The statistical stacking of ac layers of chains along

b produces a fully disordered structure of Figure 27B (β’ form) that

can be described by the ideal statistical space group Cmcm.[102] Modi-

fications corresponding to the disordered model of Figure 28B are

intermediate between the ideal ordered and disordered models of Fig-

ure 27. Crystallization of sPS from the melt gives modifications of β

form similar to the limit disordered model (β’ form) of Figure 27B,

whereas samples crystallized by casting from solutions are in modifica-

tions similar to the limit ordered model (β” form) of Figure 27A.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We analyze the thermodynamic basis for conformational and packing

polymorphisms of polymers and several parameters and phenomena

that influence the mode of packing of macromolecules and their role on

driving crystallization of a particular polymorph are described. In partic-

ular, we show that the presence of defects and disorder in the crystals

may alter the crystallization pathway through modification of the ther-

modynamic stability of the polymorphic forms and/or the kinetics of

crystallization. Moreover we show that polymorphism often arises from

crystallization of disordered structures. The cases of polymorphism and

crystallization behavior of isotactic poly(butene) (iPB) and syndiotactic

poly(styrene) (sPS) are analyzed in details as examples.

In the case of iPB, the effect of the presence of defects of stereoreg-

ularity and of constitutional defects, as comonomeric units, on the crystal-

lization of forms I and II is described and taken as example of the

alteration of the crystallization behavior because of the modification of

both thermodynamic stability and kinetics of crystallization from the melt

of the polymorphic forms. In particular, the presence of stereodefects and

ethylene comonomeric units favors the crystallization from the melt of

the stable form I, due to the increase of the crystallization kinetics of form

I and the decrease of the thermodynamic stability of form II. The presence

of octene comonomeric units instead increases the thermodynamic stabil-

ity of form II that no longer transforms into form I at room temperature.

The case of sPS is taken as example of a very complex polymor-

phic behavior arising from the presence and development of structural

disorder. The concepts of symmetry breaking in polymer crystals and

that the presence of disorder in crystals is a rule rather than an excep-

tion, are illustrated. On these bases, a new view of the concepts of

crystallinity and crystals in synthetic polymers is presented. The first

concept is that crystallinity in polymeric materials is compatible with

the absence of true 3-dimensional long-range order. Second, the dis-

order may be described as a structural feature. The crystal structures

of semicrystalline polymers are discussed in terms of idealized limit

ordered and limit disordered models of crystals, where long-range

order may be achieved only for some structural features that are not

necessarily coincident with single atoms.
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FIGURE 27 Limit ordered model (β” form, space group P212121)

(A) and limit disordered model (β’ form, space group Cmcm) (B) for the
crystal structure of the β form of sPS[102]. The numbers inside the
phenyl rings indicate the relative heights of the centers of phenyl
rings in units c/4 with c the chain axis. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [102]. Copyright 1992 by Elsevier Science

FIGURE 28 Model of structural disorder that develops in the β form
of sPS.[102]. (A) Limit ordered model (β”form, space group P212121)
and (B) disordered modification containing defects in the stacking of
ac layers along b.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [102]. Copyright 1992 by
Elsevier Science
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